EDITORIAL USE ONLY LICENSE

This product is marked as “Editorial Use Only”, therefore, you cannot use this product for any commercial purposes.

What makes content "editorial"?

Editorial content is any item that we don't have legal release to license for commercial purposes. The following characteristics might qualify Flaticon content as editorial:

- It includes a trademarked logo or service mark.
- It includes any work protected by copyright.
- It includes something else that is trademarked.
- This list is not exhaustive. There may be other reasons a content item qualifies as editorial. If an item is marked as Editorial Use Only, it means our review team identified some kind of legal reason to identify it as such.

⚠️ What uses are NOT ALLOWED?

- Social Networks
- Advertisements
- Merchandise & Packaging
- Any Commercial/Promotional Use

✅ What uses are ALLOWED?

- News Articles
- Educational or academic purposes
- Other Newsworthy Publications

What is "commercial use"?

Commercial use is any kind of promotion/advertising for a product or service that generates revenue. The use can be direct or indirect. Direct use could be in an advertisement for a product. Indirect use could be a social media post on a business page or any other website that promotes a product or service without specifically selling or promoting the business. Neither of these uses would be permitted if the icon is marked as "Editorial Use Only".

Please note that, in some countries, the editorial use may not be considered as valid regarding the national intellectual property regulation. You must confirm whether, according to your applicable law, this editorial use is acceptable.

* The complete content of licenses can be consulted in the Terms of Use, that will prevail over the content of this document.